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Balloon Arch Accessories 

 

Borun balloon factory is specialized in producing 

various kinds of balloons and balloon arch 

accessories. Borun balloon factory has its own 

brand which is Qianjia. As a big balloon arch 

accessories supplier, Borun balloon factory has 

wholesaled balloon arch accessories into various 

countries all over the world. 

 

 

Product Description 

Balloon arch accessories include balloon strip, glue dots, balloon knots, fishing line, ribbons, 

pumps and so on. Each balloon arch accessory has a role to play. We hav various colors and 

sizes of the balloon arch accessories. You can choose them according to your preference and 

need. Balloon arch accessories are an indispensable item in all kinds of party decorations. 

With the newest balloon arch accessories, the process of making a arch set will be more 

easier.  

 

With the experience of producing balloon arch accessories of more than 20 years, Borun has a 

extremely professional production technology and team. Our products have passed the 

product inspection. We can solve your any problems of balloons and balloon arch accessories. 

Your order will be carefully undertook by everyone of our company. As for the transportation, 

we can provide you with reliable forwarders which have cooperated with our company for 

many years. High quality balloon arch accessories and high quality service are our speciality.  

 

Due to the satisfying products and service, we have gained favorable reputation from our 

customers all over the world and formed long-term cooperation with them. We have a lot of 

balloon arch accessories in stock. We can provide the high quality balloon arch accessories 

and cheap balloon arch accessories. If you want to have a try, we support free sample balloon 

arch accessories. If you would like some detailed information about our balloon arch 

accessories, please contact with us at any time. 
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